
DOLPHINS AND WHALES: TRIBES OF THE OCEAN

The Kansas City Star

"Never have the secret lives of our
intelligent fellow mammals been 
so beautifully depicted." 
Jason Heck 

The Boston Globe

"You're guaranteed the experience
you came for: an up-close look so
realistic you might actually duck 
to avoid a passing tail fin." 
Janice Page 

Providence Journal

"This is something you don't 
see every day." 
Michael Janusonius 

The Minneapolis Star Tribune

"Beautifully shot, it's a visual feast 
for adults and children alike." 
Peter Schilling 

MetroWest Daily News

"Moviegoers, young and old, should 
have a whale of a time watching it."
Bob Tremblay 

Australian Associated Press

"Stunning close-ups of these 
captivating cetaceans in their 
own environment."
Judy Skatssoon 

Austin American Statesman

"A majestic and expansive look 
into the survival of the endangered 
species of the seas." 
Angela Grayson 

The Chicago Tribune

"Many beautiful underwater shots 
including a voracious fin whale 
downing a school of fish in one gulp
and singing humpback whales in 
all their massive grace." 
Michael Esposito 

FOX25 Morning News Boston

"Be sure you get out and see 
this fantastic film." 
Kim Carrigan 

The Times Picayune

"It takes viewers on an often-
remarkable undersea journey."
Mike Scott 

Time Out Chicago

"At first glance, dolphins and whales
seem like an unlikely choice for the
3D treatment... but the first time a
camera cruises down the side of a
whale, that objection falls away."
Hank Sartin 

The Straight

"The images are elegant, given 
the grace of the creatures under
barnacle-close examination." 
Ken Eisner

The Tulsa World

"Teaching viewers about the 
conservation of our oceans while
offering remarkable, so-close-you-
can-touch footage of bottleneck 
dolphins, killer whales and more." 
Michael Smith 

Plenty Magazine

"While the film is kid-friendly, 
its stunning underwater footage 
will keep adults at the edge 
of their seats." 
Tobin Hack 

W
e need to act responsibly in order to ensure

the preservation of the world's oceans and its

inhabitants because, in the end, the most crucial

allies whales have are YOU and me."

Jean-Michel Cousteau
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